
Host Nick says:
Previously on Arcadia
Host Nick says:
The Klingon Delegation was livid when they received word from Qo'noS that evidence had been uncovered of an Olais plot against the Empire, and negotiations quickly broke down
Host Nick says:
It would appear that the Olais had their own response to negotiations breaking down.  A small fleet of Olais battleships were detected entering the sector
Host Nick says:
While the Captain and lead ambassadors from both sides were heading to Operations to learn more, the Olais Ambassador produced two concealed daggers and plunged one into the Captain and the other into the control circuits of the turbolift, causing the lift to come to a halt
Host Nick says:
The Olais ambassador/assassin apparently also had concealed a device capable of generating a small dampening field that has prevented Operations from beaming the Captain out of the stalled out lift.
Host Nick says:
So far, the crew has been unable to restart the lift, however a group of the CTO's SRUs are rappelling down the Turbolift shaft.
Host Nick says:
Meanwhile, the Olais fleet has attacked the Klingon fleet (several Klingon cruisers decloaked when the Olais fleet arrived indicating that the Klingons were ready for this) and the station which is now on full alert
Host Nick says:
In the turbolift, the Klingon Ambassador and wounded captain managed to subdue the Olais Ambassassin (yes I went there)
Host Nick says:
but the Captain has lost a lot of blood and those SRUs need to show up soon
Host Nick says:
<<<<<<<<<< RESUME "Back to the Tables" - Part IV >>>>>>>>>>
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
<SRU> ::Rappels down the shaft to land on the turbolift roof and gain access through the roof emergency hatch::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
FCO: Lieutenant Maui, launch our fighters please. Order them to guard the civilian ships and escort them out of the battle zone. Also, have our runabouts standing by for rescue and recovery if required.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: Mr. Chambers, please contact Starfleet and apprise them of our current situation and ask if they would be good enough to send any nearby vessels for assistance please.
Host Nick says:
ACTION: 2 Federation Starships enter the sector after detecting the trouble and hail the station.
Host CO_Cpt_Harker says:
Klingon Ambassador: March of Cambreath it's called, the refrain is 'How many of them can we make die' I really think you'd like it. ::hands on her wounds.::
Host CO_Cpt_Harker says:
::weakly leans against the bulkhead of the TL.::
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: Yes lieutenant right away!
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
::Targets the Olias ships with the station's main phaser batteries and photon torpedoes to provide support fire to the Klingon ships and coordinates with their Tactical officers to make a joint effort::
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
CTO: yes sir. :: sends the orders to the fighters and runabouts keeping an eye on all the ships::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
<SRU> ::Enters the turbolift looking for threats and covering the area::
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::runs his fingers over the communications array controls kin an attempt to get out a distress signal::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: I have 2 Federation transponders entering the sector, looks like the Cavalry is here.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
<SRU_Medic> ::moves over and begins treating the CO's wounds, applying a pain killer and a hemostabilizer to stop the bleeding:: CO: Relax Captain, we'll get you stable and to sickbay ASAP.
Host CO_Cpt_Harker says:
SRU: Get the Olais Ambassador under lock and Key.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
<SRU> ::places the Olias Ambassador in restraints and 2 of them keep physical hold on him::
Host CO_Cpt_Harker says:
SRU: And get the Klingon Ambassador in communication with his people, I need to go to ops...
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::nods to the CTO turns and attempts to hail the Federation ships to get their Identification::
Host CO_Cpt_Harker says:
::Continues to try to give orders while staying conscious..::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
<SRU_Leader> CO: With respect Captain, you need to go to Sickbay. Lt. Murphy has OPS, and has things under control. ::starts scanning with tricorder to find out why they can't beam out of the TL::
Host CO_Cpt_Harker says:
::Subsides but reluctantly..::
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::while waiting for a signal from the Federation vessels he accesses sensors and looks to see how things are actually going outside the station::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
FCO: Lieutenant Maui, I know you are handling flight right now, but perhaps you might be useful in Sickbay helping the Captain once she arrives? You can also brief her on events while you are there.
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
::contacts a cargo ship and a small transport vessel to warn them of proximity to each other ushering them both to a docking station.::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
<SRU_Member> ::Hands the Klingon Ambassador a COM device to use::
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
CTO: yes sir ::gets someone to take her position and heads to sickbay as quickly as she can::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
<SRU_Leader> ::Finds and deactivates the dampening device the Olias Ambassador had:: *OPS*: SRU to OPS, we have deactivated the dampener. The Captain, Klingon Ambassador, and Medic need immediate transport to Sickbay, and the Olias Ambassador and the rest of us need a ride to the Brig please.::Detects the device and activates a scrambler field to disable it.::

CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
::Continues to coordinate with the Klingon ships over the Tactical net and provide support heavy phaser and photon torpedo fire::
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::contacts the 2 federation vessels and send them a short report of what has unfolded in system just before they arrived then opens the channel to greet them. COM: Federations Vessels: Glad you could attend us on such short notice. The Olias are the Aggressors here the Klingon Diplomatic task force has acted Honorable in our defense and theirs but your aide would be appreciated.
Host Nick says:
<Rais> @COM: Arcadia: This is Lieutenant Rais of the Sabre Class starship Hathor, we detected weapons fire and are here to assist.
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
::enters sickbay:: CMO_Tillek: what can I do to assist?
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The Captain and Medic materialize in the Infirmary
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
COM: Hathor: This is Chief of Operations Samuel Chambers Glad to have your help sir, we need to defuse this situation our Captain is injured, and Chief Tactical Officer Lieutenant Murphy has command.
Host CO_Cpt_Harker says:
::Passes out from blood loss.::
Host Nick says:
INFO: Engineering is able to restore control of the damaged turbolift to OPS
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: Have the Hathor and the other ship protect the shipyards and stand by to assist as needed. I think the Klingons will have the Olias in hand shortly, but let's try to minimize any damage.
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The two federation ships join the battle, the CTO is able to destroy one of the Olais ships, and the Klingons disable another
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::nods:: CTO: Yes Sir. ::sends the requested orders::
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
<CMO_Tillek>: Oh good I could use a good surgical attendant. ::goes to the CO calling for MOs to prep the equipment::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
<SRU> ::Drops off the Klingon Ambassador with an escort to OPS, then takes the Olias Ambassador to the Brig::
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: Engineering was able to re-route the damaged Turbolift. Where should I send the car?
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
Klingon_Ambassador: Ambassador, the battle goes well. Our forces have destroyed 2 Olias ships already, and two Federation starships have arrived to help as well.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: Send the rest of my team to the Brig now the Ambassador is off please.
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
::scrubs up and goes to the CO's side removing the clothing around the wound while the CMO runs scans to assess how much damage has been done::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
::Targets the Diplomatic cruiser with the station's main phasers and torpedoes and fires to disable it::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: Two of the Klingon ships are disabled, the Negh'var however is fine and still attacking away
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::ensures the Turbolift shaft is cleared of all personnel then once he is certain he routes in on a non-stop trip to the brig:: *SRU*: The lift is repairs Engineering found a way to bypass control. Prepare for non stop travel to the Brig. Free of Charge!
Host Nick says:
ACTION: one of the two remaining support Olais ships blocks the CTO's attack from hitting home, taking the damage itself
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
<CMO_Tillek>FCO: We are lucky it doesn't look like it damaged any vital organs we'll need to seal up a few veins but no arteries where severed.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
<SRU_Leader> *OPS*: Acknowledged. I have a team escorting the Klingon Ambassador, and they are on their way to Operations. Thanks for the ride.
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The ship that had brought the Olais Ambassassin lays in a course out of the system and engages at Warp 7
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
*SRU_Leader*: Acknowledged Chambers out.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: Have the two Federation vessels chase down that ship Mr. Chambers, it has the answers we need methinks.
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: Lieutenant the Olias ship has warped out!
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
::Targets one of the Olias battleships and fires full spread and full volume::
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
CMO_Tillek:The wound is preped for repair. ::Only for the CO would she come back to medicine::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: I see that, Mr. Chambers, which is why I'd be obliged if ye'd ask the Hathor and her sister to chase them down, aye? Surely ye don't want the Klingons to do it?
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The other ship (The Intrepid class U.S.S. Tarva) engages in a pursuit course of the Olais, but the Hathor's warp drive is offline, weapons and minimal shields still operational though
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The two operational Olais ships make suicide runs towards the station, their weapons taken offline
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::opens the channel to the Hathor:: COM: Hathor: Lieutenant Murphy requests if one of you would be willing to track the Olias ship that just warped out? Nevermind I see the Tarva has already headed the call.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
<SRU> ::Secures the Olias Ambassador in the Brig::
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::attempts to lock on to the approaching ships with a tractor beam::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
::Sets the station phasers and torpedoes to point defense and engages the program for final protective fire, firing maximum phasers continuously and torpedoes as fast as they can load, lock on, and cycle::
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: The remaining combatants are making a suicide run straight at us!.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: I see that, Mr. Chambers. Shields and Structural Integrity to Maximum please, Inertial dampers too.
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The Hathor, Klingon ships, and fighters gun down one of the ballistic ships, the CTO's tractor beam slows down the other but it's still coming
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
*Stationwide*: All hands, this is OPS, Brace for impact!
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
::watches will the CMO repairs the veins and seals torn tissue and muscle then takes over using a dermal regenerator to seal the wound while the CMO checks on the patients coming in from the battle::
Host Nick says:
INFO: Sensors detect that the remaining ship has engaged an auto-destruct sequence and is quickly coming too close for the station to escape damage
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
::Continues firing everything she has at the ship::
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::diverts all possible power save life support even from weapons and dumps in into shields and and internal forcefields attempts to project the impact zone and decides to raise forcefields in those sections::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The combined firepower of the Hathor, Klingons and CTO are able to rip apart the enemy ship before it gets too close, the station rocks from the shockwave of the explosion but there is no permanent damage
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
::Quietly starts whistling the tune to the Blue Oyster Cult song "Don't Fear (The Reaper) as she watches the Olias ships burn::
Host Nick says:
<Rais> @COM: Arcadia: Hathor to Arcadia
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: That was close, if that had hit us assuming we survived it I doubt the Captain would have been to happy with us.
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: The Hathor is hailing again on screen Sir.
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::puts the Hathor on Screen::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: Indeed. When you get the chance, get me a damage and status report please.
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: I will do that now, it's your turn to talk I think ::smiles:: Nice job on the Phasers though
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
COM: Hathor: This is Lieutenant Murphy, Chief Tactical Officer. I have the deck right now. Thankee fer your assistance Hathor. Do ye need any help?
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: Thanks...
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
::Sets the Station to Yellow Alert and has damage control teams move out to begin cleanup and repairs::
Host Nick says:
<Rais>@COM: Arcadia: You're most welcome, and yes, our warp engines are offline and we've sustained damages, we would request permission to head to your fleet yard for repairs, and then I have a message to deliver to your Captain personally.


OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: Minor damage through decks 4 through 10, nothing a little hard work can't sure, it might be wise to lock out a worker bee and get an external scan of the affected hull as well.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
COM: Hathor: I'll have my OPS get word to the Dockmaster that yer coming in, and get ye priority on repairs. The Captain is in Sickbay being treated right now, but I'm sure by the time yer docked she will be ready to take yer message. Thanks again fer the assist.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: Please do, and have our Runabouts scamper out there and help out the Klingons and any civilian ships that might need it please.
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::checks with his information on fleet yard operations:: CTO: We have a free slot that the Hathor can use in bay 3. I will contact the Foreman and let him know to expect them.
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
::revives the CO::
Host Nick says:
INFO: The disabled Klingon ships are also requesting repair assistance
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
COM: Hathor: Head fer bay 3, it's all yours.
Host Nick says:
<Rais> @COM: CTO: Thank you Arcadia, Hathor out.
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: The Klingons also request the use of our Repair facilities
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: By all means, they just saved our arses. Give them whatever help we can spare.
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
::Dispatches Tactical teams in Runabouts to board and secure the remaining Olias vessel that is disabled::
Host CO_Cpt_Harker says:
::Wakes up groggily.::
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
::waits for the CO to regain consciousness
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
::contacts the dock again as well as Acknowledges the Klingons and requests that they move their ships into a holding pattern near the shipyard and await for word from repair teams.::


Host Nick says:
<Rais> @::Disembarks the Hathor and heads to the station with a PADD to make her way to Sickbay to see the Captain::
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: That olias ship out there is a decent size I hope you are sending enough teams they may not want to be captures and may offer resistance?
Host CO_Cpt_Harker says:
Doctor: What happened...
Host Nick says:
<Rais> ::enters sickbay and looks for the Captain::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: If we have any spare damage control parties send them over to the Klingon ships and the Hathor to help expedite repairs please.
OPS_Ltjg_Chambers says:
CTO: We might be able to spare a few. I will get right on that sir.
Host CO_Cpt_Harker says:
::Tries to sit up but ends up laying back down in annoyance.::
CTO_Lt_Murphy says:
OPS: Thankee Mr. Chambers... yer a credit to OPS Managers everywhere.
Host Nick says:
<Rais> CO: Captain Harker, I'm Lieutenant Rais of the U.S.S. Hathor, we were coming to meet you anyway to transfer command of the Sabre Class U.S.S. Hathor to you as Arcadia's new support craft.
FCO_LtJg_Maui says:
CO:Don't move around yet you need time to recover. Olias ships started attacking the station the Klingons came to our defense and when i left ops to come help the CMO I saw 2 Federation ships come in I'm not sure after that.
Host CO_Cpt_Harker (~CO_Cpt_Ha@odn-260B7F84.dhcp.aldl.mi.charter.com) has left the conversation.
Host Nick says:
<<<<<<<<<< END >>>>>>>>>>>
CO_Cpt_Harker (~CO_Cpt_Ha@odn-260B7F84.dhcp.aldl.mi.charter.com) has joined the conversation.

